
Money-Income Causality: VAR Estimation1

We now seek to estimate the U.S. macroeconomy using vector autoregressions and vector

error correction models. This is the standard method for estimating the effects of monetary

policy on aggregate output and prices. The resulting model deals seriously with issues of

endogeneity and lagged responses.

Previously, we conducted Augmented Dickey Fuller tests and concluded that each time series

needs to be differenced once to ensure non-stationarity, and in some cases de-trended. We begin

by imposing a VAR(1) structure with the following form:

xt = α + βxt−1 + ut (1)

where xt=[yt πt mt it]
′
, and it is the 2 year Treasury rate (not the Federal Funds Rate), and

all variables are made stationary as needed through differencing and de-trending. Note that,

because this is a VAR, THE ORDER MATTERS. I am thus imposing that yt is the most

exogenous variable in that it is unaffected contemporaneously to shocks to any other variable.

It may be, however, affected with a lag. Likewise, I am imposing that the Treasury yield is the

most endogenous and that it may respond immediately to any shocks.

I can take two approaches to defending this order. I can simply do it a number of different

ways and hope that the results are similar. Or I can attempt to justify my order.

1. I list output first because I suspect that it takes time (at least one quarter) for production

decisions to respond to changes in other macroeconomic variables.

2. I list inflation second because theory suggests that prices may be sticky. This assumption

may be criticized if we believe that prices are flexible and able to adjust very quickly.

3. I list the money supply third on the basis that the money creation process may be faster

than price or output adjustment.

4. I list the 2 year treasury rate last and thus designate this as my most endogenous variable.

I do so because asset prices are known to move very quickly.

Estimation is achieved by using the following Stata command:

1These are undergraduate lecture notes. They do not represent academic work. Expect typos, sloppy
formatting, and occasional (possibly stupefying) errors.
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var d.gdp log d.cpi log d.m22 log d.trate2, lag(1)

Which yields the following coefficient estimates:

α =


.004

−.0022

.0063

−0.49

 (2)

β =


0.38 −0.10 0.052 −0.00044

0.13 0.58 0.55 0.00096

−0.20 0.18 0.54 −0.0044

40.78 4.81 10.29 −0.036

 (3)

Because this is a VAR, the results from (2)-(3) are not easy to interpret. VAR coefficients

and standard errors are not usually reported when presenting results and are very rarely the

focus of the ensuing analysis. We thus construct impulse response functions using the cholesky

Decomposition method. The first step is to create them using the following command:

irf create order1, step(10) set(path)

The step detail is the number of periods for the IRFs and you should obviously insert the

correct file path. This creates IRFs for all responses to shocks to all variables. So there are 16

in this example. To graph them, we rely on the following command:

Note that we use “oirf,” for orthogonalized irf. This is the identifying approach that we

have covered in class. “irf” would give us the reduced form shocks (which do not match those

of the underlying structural/theoretical model).

irf graph oirf

The resulting graphs, unfortunately, have the same scale. Stata assumes that you want

an impulse equal to one standard deviation for each shock. Because the estimation method is

linear, a two standard deviation impulse, for example, would just be twice as high.
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I can plot a smaller set of IRFs as follows. here, I show the response of output to shocks to

M2 and the Treasury yield respectively:

irf graph oirf, impulse(D.m22 log) response(D.gdp log)

irf graph oirf, impulse(D.trate2) response(D.gdp log)
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The results suggest that an increase of M2 causes a small increase to GDP. The result is not

statistically significant with 95% confidence. Similarly, our estimate suggests a lower Treasury

yield increases output, but the result is again statistically insignificant.
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It is also possible to display the data behind the IRF plots in a table:

irf table oirf

Changing the Order of the VAR

One way of dealing with the ordering issue is to compare the results for different orders.

Here, I reverse my order and then again plot the change in output caused by shocks to M2 and

the Treasury yield:

var d.m22 logd.cpi2 logd.gdp log, lag(1);
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Note that the IRFs do look quite different.

Choosing Lag Length

There is no reason to think that one is the correct lag length. We now fit the model to the

appropriate lag length. As always, we employ an information criteria to do so. We use the

following command:

varsoc d.gdp log d.cpi2 log d.m22 log d.trate2

Using these results, I choose a lag length of 2 and re-run the model as a VAR(2):

xt = α + β1xt−1 + β2xt−2 + ut (4)

var d.gdp log d.cpi2 log d.m22 log d.trate2, lag(1/2)

Note that you must write lag(1/2) to include both the first and second lags. lag(2) would

include only the second lag while excluding the first.

Here are the new IFS for this VAR(2)
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We now obtain significant results for the 2 year Treasury Rate. A one standard deviation

increase causes about a 0.2% decrease in GDP.
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We can also forecast using the VAR just as we did with an autoregression. Here, I choose to

bootstrap in order to obtain our confidence intervals. We employ the following Stata commands

and the next set of graphs shows the results:

fcast compute for, step(20) bs

“for” creates a new variable for all variables in the system that is the forcasted value out of

sample. “bs” tells Stata to compute standard errors via bootstrapping.

Should We Include the Fed’s Balance Sheet?

Recall that I also have a time series for the Fed’s balance sheet. To see if this belongs in my

system, I use the following command after re-running the model with and without the balance

sheet. I use an “if” statement to include only periods where we have data on the Fed’s balance

sheet.

var d.gdp log d.cpi2 log d.fedbal2 log d.m22 log d.trate2 if date¿108, lag(1/2)
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estat ic

I can also include the Fed’s balance sheet as an exogenous variable. This probably makes

little sense here. But it gives me an excuse to show the “exog” option:

var d.gdp log d.cpi2 log d.m22 log d.trate2 if date¿108, lag(1/2) exog(d.fedbal2 log)

Cointegration

Finally, we can test for cointegration. The following command runs Johansen’s test:

vecrank d.gdp log d.cpi2 log d.m22 log d.trate2, lags(2)

The results suggest three cointegrating vectors. I then run a vector error correction model.

vecrank d.gdp log d.cpi2 log d.m22 log d.trate2, lags(1/2) rank(3)

where rank(3) indicates three cointegrating relationships. IRFs can then be created in the

same way as for VARs.

irf table oirf

Stata cannot easily compute confidence intervals for a VEC model.
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